What is CU purchasing?

- Practice Participation Agreement (OGC)
- Outgoing Subcontract (OGC)
- Research Services Agreement (OGC)
- Revenue/FFS (OGC)
- Procurement Agreement (PSC)

Is it paid from fund 30/31 speedtype?

- Yes: Outgoing Subcontract (OGC)
- No: Research Services Agreement (OGC)

START: Agreement Received to Route

Is CU paying or receiving money (or other non-monetary support)?

- No: Data Use Agreements, Business Associate Agreements, License Agreements, Memorandum of Understanding, Material Transfer Agreements, Confidential Disclosure Agreements, Non-Disclosure Agreements
- Yes: Is the external party paying CU for a service or sponsoring a project?

Is the external party paying CU for a service or sponsoring a project?

- Yes: Non-monetary Examples
- No: Is the work industry supported human subjects research?

Is the work industry supported human subjects research?

- Yes: Clinical Trial Agreement (CRAO)
- No: Sponsored Research/Project Agreement (OGC)

Clinical Trial Agreement (CRAO)

Sponsored Research/Project Agreement (OGC)

Is it paid from fund 30/31 speedtype?

- No: Is the PI part of the Member Practice Agreement with CU Medicine?

Is the PI part of the Member Practice Agreement with CU Medicine?

- Yes: CU Medicine
- No: Paying for Service

Paying for Service

- Yes: Clinical Trial Agreement (CRAO)
- No: Sponsored Research/Project Agreement (OGC)

Non-monetary Examples*

*Note: If there is incoming or outgoing money or support for any of the agreement types below, use this flow chart to redirect your request

- Data Use Agreements
- Business Associate Agreements
- License Agreements
- Memorandum of Understanding
- Material Transfer Agreements
- Confidential Disclosure Agreements
- Non-Disclosure Agreements

Research involving a living individual about whom data or biospecimens are obtained, used, studied or analyzed through interaction/intervention.

Where identifiable, private information is used, studied, analyzed, or generated (PHI). This includes human samples or data from an existing biobank.

Any experiment that involves a test article and one or more human subjects and that either is subject to requirements for prior or eventual submission to the FDA as part of an application for a research or marketing permit.